REDUCING ORDINAL RECURSION1
C F. KENT2

Ordinal recursion has been used to generate hierarchies of recursive functions in which computational
difficulty is related to the
order-type of the underlying well-ordering. Peter [PFR] proves the
equivalence of w-fold recursion and ordinal recursion of type con, and
the ordinal-recursive
functions of finite type used by Gentzen and
Ackermann
in consistency proofs clearly relate order-type
to computational
difficulty. However, no simple connection exists in view

of results of Myhill [M 53] and Routledge

[R 53], which exhibit

ordinal recursions over well-orderings
of type w for any recursive
function. Myhill's ordering is even primitive recursive. Liu's paper
[L 60] contains a proof of Myhill's result. In Liu's proof, the original
defining equations for the function are discarded and it is shown that
the function (extensionally
regarded) is definable by an ordinalrecursive scheme, of type co, which is essentially unrelated to the
original scheme, by which the function may have been presented.
Routledge, on the other hand, retains the original scheme but loses
much of the constructivity
of the original ordering.
This paper presents results extending those of Routledge, in which
the original scheme is retained where possible, and in which the
original well-ordering,
-<, is replaced by one of type «, -<a, primitive
recursive in -<. The replacement of -< by -<„ can be accomplished
whether the original recursion is nested or unnested, so long as no
parameters are involved. When parameters are involved, it is generally impossible to retain the original scheme, but a method is given
for modifying the scheme to one which can be retained.

Notation. The notation and definitions given here are the same as
those in Tait [T 61 ]. The symbol -< denotes an irreflexive well-ordering of the set of natural numbers, N, in which 0 is the least element.
Let /, g, /i, • • • , /m be function symbols and t(a, b) be a numerical
term constructed
from variables ai, • • ■, ar, b; constants 0, ', =;
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proved. That clause is false, as shown by the example following the present Theorem 5.
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and the function letters. A system of equations is said to be a nested
ordinal-recursion scheme over -<, N.O.R.<, if it is of the form:
/Ol,

• • • , Or, 0) = g(aU ■ ■ ■ , Or),

f(au • • • , Or, b') = t(au • • • , Or, b),
where, for each occurrence f(si, ■ ■ ■ , sr, s) oí f in t, Si, • • ■ , sr and
s are subterms which, in general, contain â, b and the function letters,
but s is a function of â, b alone, s = s(â, b), and it is true that

(2)

Vá Vb(s(â, b) < b').

We note that the first four primitive-recursive
schemes of Kleene
[KIM, p. 219] are special instances of (1), but that scheme V, for
primitive recursion, is not necessarily included. Because of the recursively undecidable condition (2) (which is really a condition on the
uniformity of the definition scheme (1)), even if -< is a recursive
predicate, the class of ordinal-recursive
schemes by this definition
is not recursive, or even recursively enumerable.
By the use of a
"limiting function"

hs (a, b) = b

(3)

<

= 0

iib^a
otherwise

which is clearly primitive recursive in -<, we obtain a sufficient class
of schemes which is recursive by requiring, instead of (2), that the
last entry of each/ occurrence in t be of the form h*/(b', s).
A function <p(xi, • • • , xr, y) defined by a sequence of nested ordinal-recursion
schemes in which the function letters g, fi, • • • , fm
are interpreted
as the functions y, <px, ■ ■ ■ , <j>m,is said to be defined
by nested ordinal recursion over -<, n.o.r.< (uniformly, subject to the
conditions
(2)) in y, <pi, ■ • ■ , <pm- If every function definable by
primitive recursion is also definable by n.o.r.<; we say that primitive
recursion is reducible to n.o.r.<; (or to o.r.<). Included in the class
of n.o.r.< functions is the class of functions
(unnested)
ordinalrecursive over -<, o.r.<, which is the class definable by a sequence of
Kleene's schemes I—IV and the scheme (4) of restricted
ordinal

recursion over -<, O.R.<:

(4)

f(â, 0) = g(â),

f(â, b') = fi(â, b',f(â, fj(â, b'))),

where VoVè (f¡(a, b')-<b'). Again, the A-function can be used.
We shall use the symbols Tr,ir\, ■ • • , ir\, for the primitive recursive
functions so that rr maps r-tuples of natural numbers one-to-one onto
the natural numbers and, for all a, Tr(irî(a), • • • , irTT(a))=a. We de-
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-<*, of -< as follows. The relation x^C*y

means : x = 0 and y ¿¿ 0, or, x = 1 and y > 1, or, x > 1 and, if pni, • • • , pnh

are the prime divisors appearing to different powers in x and in y,
ordered so that ni-<n2-< ■ ■ • -<«*, then pnk appears to a higher power
in y then in x. The (¿-product, -<', is defined as follows. The relation
x<'y
means: irl(x)< it^(y), or, ir|(x) =Tr\(y) and 7rî(x)<7Ti(y).
Clearly, if -< is of order-type a, then -<* is of order-type ü>", and
-<' of type wa.
We note that the role of the well-ordering -< in the schemes (1)
and (4) is strictly mediative. It has no real role to play in calculating
the function, given (2) or its counterpart,
but only serves as a
mechanism for proving that the calculation halts. We recognize that
any other well-ordering,
C, which satisfied (2) would serve the same
purpose. Accordingly, we call a well-ordering,
C, compatible with
(1) if it satisfies condition (2), in place of -<. Our earlier announced
goal of replacing -< by -<„ can be rephrased as finding a well-ordering
-<,,, primitive recursive in -<, and compatible with (1) (or with (4),
as the case may be).

Removal of parameters

and reduction of the order-type.

Theorem 1. If the function <b(x, y) is defined by a N.O.R.< scheme
(1) (uniformly) in functions 1iv= {y, <ph ■ • ■ , $m}, with parameters
©il * * • i or, then <p can also be defined by a N.O.R. scheme without
parameters over -<' (or -<*) (uniformly) in "Aiand certain primitive
recursive functions (if primitive recursion is reducible to n.o.r.^' then

(uniformly) by n.o.r.<' in "F).
Proof. The idea is quite simple. We have r2(p, m)-</r2(a, «) whenever m^Cn. The parameters in (1) are eliminated by "transferring"
the recursion to numbers of the form c=T2(Tr(ai, • • • , ar), b) in the
-<' order (or, to numbers of the form c=pbTriai.°P
in the -<* order).
We transform the scheme (1) to a scheme (1') as follows:

(i) Change the first equation to/'(0)=g(0,

• • • , 0).

(ii) Write:f(c) -««(«?(<;)), • ■• , tt'M\(c))if *?(c)= 0.
(iii) In the second equation of (1) :
(iii.l)

in t, substitute

ir\(ir\(c))

=ai,

• ■ • , irr(ir\(c)) =ar,

irl(c)=b,

call the resulting term t';
(iii.2) beginning with the innermost occurrences of /-terms,
f(si, ■ ■ ■ , sr, s), in t', replace by/'(r2(rr(5i,
• • • , sT), s)).
(iv) Combine (ii) and (iii) into one equation primitive recursively.

Replace the left side by f'(c).
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Because of condition (2) on the original scheme (1), and the definition of -<', it is clear that (1') is a N.O.R. <' scheme, and has no
parameters.
Moreover, it is easily established by induction on the

order -< that:

VâVb(f(â, b)) =f'(T2(Tr(â),b)))
This proves Theorem

Theorem

1.

2. If

(5)

/(0) = 0«),

f(b') = t(b),

is a N.O.R.^ scheme (without parameters) there is a well-ordering,
-<», primitive recursive in -<, fx, ■ • • , fm,3 and of type u, which is com-

patible with (5).
Proof. Let oi, ■ ■ ■, ok denote the terms which appear in the last
(recursion variable) positions in the occurrences of / in t. Note that
\i(b, a) =\ba(7i(a)(b) (where the superscript
(a) denotes the a-fold
iteration of o-,-, beginning with b) is recursive in /i, • • • , fm for
l^i^k,
and let it have Godel Number e<relative to S= {fi, • ■ ■,fm}We define a predicate F(n, y') primitive recursive in S, as follows.
F(n,

y') =y'

< «&

Vt'is<st

3ziSP2nn{ Vwlsu,s2n((z)„,

< n)

& Vwi£w£nT2(ei, y', w, (z)J)
& Vwls¡K,sn(í/((z)„)

= (z)n+w) & (z)2n = 0} •

This predicate expresses the proposition that: for each i, the <r,splinter beginning with y' (the set {y', o-<(y'), o-¿(o-,(y')), • • • }) is of
cardinal less than n, is entirely composed of numbers less than n,
and that all computations
in the splinter have numbers less than n.
Note that if fx, • • • , fm denote recursive functions, then F(n, y')
is an absolutely primitive recursive predicate. Next, we give a definition of -<„ primitive recursive in F and in -<.
Step 0: Let 0 be the least element of -<M.
Step 1: Define 0-<wl.

Step 2: If F (1, 1) (never true), define l-<„2. If not F(l, I), define
1-<U2 if 1^2, otherwise, define 2-<„l.

' This mixture of symbols is a mild abuse of the notation.
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Note that just prior to the pth step the numbers 0, 1, • • • , p —1
have been placed in a linear array, 0 leftmost.
Step p: Beginning at the left end of the array, advance p to the
right until it stands before one of its -<-successors, q, lor which not
F(p, q), or to the right end of the array if no such q is found.
The placement of p relative to 0, • • ■ , p —1 does not disturb the
order of the previously placed numbers, and makes possible the relative primitive recursion. Clearly, the above instruction results in a
linear ordering of all the natural numbers, in which each number
p9^0 has an immediate
predecessor, for there is an » such that
F(n, p), and no number will be placed as an immediate predecessor
of p after the «th step of the instruction. And, it is also clear from the
definition of -<„ that it is compatible with (5). Lemmas 1 and 2 complete the proof by showing that -<„ is a well-ordering of type «.If
r<p and r-<p, but p-<ar, the pair {p, r) will be called an inversion
in

-<M.

Lemma 1. There are no inversions in the order -<„.

Proof. Suppose there were an inversion. No generality is lost by
assuming that the pth step is the first at which an inversion occurs,
p>l. Since r<p, then r has been placed before the pth step and,
hence, when p is placed at the pth step, it is placed as a -<„ predecessor of r. Now p cannot be placed immediately before r because
r-<p. Thus, there is a number q among 0, 1, • • -, p — 1 so that p
is initially placed immediately
before q, and q-<ur. It must then be
true that p~<q and hence r-<p-<g. If r<q, then q is placed after r is
placed, but g-<„r while r^q, and an inversion would have occurred
at a step earlier than the pth, contrary to the choice of p. Hence,
q<r.
Since r is placed after q is in place, but g-<Mr while r-<q, it follows
that each splinter of q is composed of numbers less than r, i. e.
F(r, q). A fortiori, since r<p, p is not a member of a splinter of q,
and F(p, q). Thus, from the -<„ instruction, p would not be initially
placed as the immediate predecessor of q. This contradiction proves

Lemma 1.
Lemma 2. Each number p has finitely many -<„ predecessors.
Proof.

By a comment

an immediate

predecessor.

above, each number p in the -<„ order has
Let

C— • • • -<upî-<ap2^.api-<up

be

a

predecessor chain starting at p. Let C = • • ■ -<„£,-,-<«/>,•,-<„/> he
the subchain of C produced by choosing p^ to be the p„ for least «
so that

pn>p,

pi, the pm for least

m so that

pm>piv
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By Lemma 1, since pij+ï-<»pij and pij+l>pij, we must have p,y+1
-<pi¡. Hence, C is a decreasing chain in the -< order. Thus C, and
also C, are finite. This proves Lemma 2.
Corollary
3. A function <p(x) defined from <pi, • •
quence of N.O.R.< schemes, all without parameters, is
same sequence of schemes, from the same given functions,
over a well-ordering, -<u, which is primitive recursive

• , <j>mby a sedefined by the
but by n.o.r..<;„
in -< and in

4>x, ■ ■ • , <bm,and is of type u. If <pi, ■ ■ ■ , <pmare recursive functions,
then -<„ is primitive recursive in -< alone.

Proof. Since none of the schemes used in the definition of <p involves parameters, it is plain that an F(n, y') predicate can be defined for all of the a-terms appearing in each of the schemes, simultaneously, and the proof will go through just as the proof of Theorem 2.
In the case of recursion with parameters it is easy to demonstrate
that the order -<„, above, must depend upon the parameters, for if
-< were the ordering 0, 2, 4, •• -, 1, 3, 5, •• -, of order type w2,

and
X(a, 0) = 0,

\(a, b') = b' - 2

if V is even

= 2(0' - 1) + 2a

if b' is odd

where X is one of the functions appearing as a recursion term in some
/ in t, then no single ordering of type 00is compatible with the scheme
for all a. For fixed parameter values the procedure of Theorem 2 still
yields an ordering of type w, of course, but the result does not appear
meaningful. If the sequence of recursions used to define d> involves
parameters,
then it can be modified as in Theorem 1 to rid the
affected schemes of parameters
by raising the underlying ordering
from -< to ~</. Then, if we apply Theorem 2 to the resulting schemes
we obtain the following analogue to Corollary 3.
Corollary
4. A function d)(x) defined from <pi, ■ ■ ■ , <f>mby a sequence of N.O.R.<; schemes is also definable by a modified sequence of
schemes, from the same given functions, but by n.o.r.<^„, over a wellordering, -<„, which is primitive recursive in -< and in d>i, • ■ ■ , d>m,
and is of type u. If d>u ■ ■ ■ , <pmare recursive functions then -<„ is
primitive recursive in -< alone.

We may note that if the original scheme was unnested, the reductions in Theorems 1 and 2 leave it unnested. Thus we may use our
results together with the following theorem of Tait [T 61 ] to reduce
a nested recursion with parameters, of any order type, to an unnested
recursion without parameters over a well-ordering of type w.
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Theorem
(Tait). If primitive recursion is reducible to o.r.<;, and
o.r.«^ to o.r.<* and <p(x,y) is defined by n.o.r.<; (uniformly) in ty, then

it is definable by o.r.<* (uniformly) in ^F.
While it simplifies the discussion to assume that primitive recursion is reducible to o.r.<, it is only necessary to have certain primitive
recursive functions n.o.r.^*, or to add them to SF. Similarly, to reduce
o.r.^ too.r.^'only
the two functions p(x) =the prime of index x, and
p(x)=0 if x is not prime, and y if x = p(y), are needed, by Tait's
Lemma 1. Tait further requires that the characteristic
function of
-< be o.r.<. Anderson [A 61 ] has shown that this is always true.

Theorem 5. If primitive recursion is reducible to o.r.<, a«d o.r.^
to o.r.<*, awa" if <p(x, y) is defined by n.o.r.< (uniformly) in SF, then
4>(x, y) is defined by o.r.((.<V)«> (uniformly) in ^ for a well-ordering
((-<*)')» which is primitive recursive in -< and SF and of type w. If the
functions of S^ are recursive, then ((-<*)')» is primitive recursive in —<.
Proof.
First we use Tait's theorem to pass from the original
n.o.r.^ to an o.r.v*. Then Theorem 1 is used to remove parameters by
passing to (-<*)' and, finally, Theorem 2 is used to reduce the order
type to id with ((-<*)')„.
Although the dependence of the recursion for -<„ from -< and
#i> • • • , <Pmupon the <p's vanishes if the #'s are recursive (see the
proof of Theorem 2), it is not possible to remove the dependence
upon -<, even if it is a recursive predicate. It is possible to construct
a (general) recursive well-ordering, -<, of the natural numbers, of
order co, and having a recursive predecessor function, p, but so that
-< is not primitive recursive. Any other well-ordering, C, compatible
with p must coincide with -<. Hence, no primitive-recursive
well-ordering is compatible with p.
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